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A Satellite―
Based WOrld Map of Currё
nt
Terrestrial Net Primary PrOductivity
人工衛星データを基礎 とした陸上の現存純一次生産力の世界地図
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Ⅳlei BAI**
エルジーン オ ー ボ ックス ・白
雪 梅
Net primary productivity(NPP)represents the basls of ecological energetics but can be
measured directly only laboriously and at particular sites.NPP can be estlmated indirectly
and geographica‖ y, however,from its relationshlp to the NDVl ratio of va:ues from oh″
,pectra:bands from NOAA sate‖ ites.The relationship between annua‖
y integrated N DVI
and annual terrestrial NPP was quantiled from geographica‖

y representative g:。bal
data‐bases involving NDVl values at the NPP measurement sites. Th:s relationship is
applied to global NDV:sate‖ ite imagery to map global actual net primary productivity.

l

Introduction

Primary production is the process by which plants
produce new biomass through photosynthesisand assimilation of its products. This is vital for plants but also

that can be used to generateglobal imagery. Visible and
near infra-red channelson the AVHRR were combined
by Tucker (1979) to qeate a so-called Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVD which enhancesthe
spectralsignalwithin the greenwavelengthsand provides

representsthe entire basisof ecosystemenergetics,since
plants (primary producers) are the ultimate source of

a measure of surface greenness.Annual and seasonal
patterns of this "vegetationindex" havebeenshownto be

food for animals,including man. Net primary production

related to various biospherephenomena,including prim-

(NPP) is the amount of new biomassproducedin a given
period of time. It is the resultantof photosyntheticenergy

ary productivity (Goward et al. 1985, Box et al. 1989).

fixation (alsocalled grossprimary production) and the use
of stored energy for maintenance and growth (respiration). Primary productivity (net or gross) is the rate at
which new biomass is or can be produced.
Over large areas, these basic metabolic processesare
controlled mainly by ambient clin atic conditions (cf.
Major 1963, Lieth and Whittaker 1975), which was

Considering the importance of primary productivity
and of the global carbon budget in general, several
immediate goals for use of AVHRR satellite data in
global ecology can be readily identified:
1,. Production of world models and maps of current
actual primary productivity, based on satellite data.
2. Comparison of the global paltern of actual primary
productivity with that of potential productivity, estimated

fortuitous for modeling sinceuntil recently, climatic (i. e.
meteorological)data representedthe only environmental

from climate-basedmodel.s,in order to identify regions
with large differences.

data-baseavailable with global coverage.The development of satellite technology, however, has now changed

3. Production of satellite-baseddynamicglobal carbonbalance scenarios,as was done for a steady-statebiosphere using climatic data (Box 1988).

this situation and provides a second,essentiallyindependent global data-basewith which to estimate biosphere
phenomena. In particular, the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) aboard NOAA satellites provides daily coverageof the whole globe, in a way
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Achievement of these objectivesrequires the best possible models and maps of primary productivity. The
purpose of this paper is to presenta world map of actual
(annual) terrestrial net primary productivity, based on
annually integratedNDVI data. This map providesmore
information for environmentalmanagersand representsa
further step toward the ability to monitor primary
productivity, its changes from year to year, and its
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ists, see Kira 1975) and polar tundra vegetation, due to
particular interests in these extreme environments.The

degradation due to the overuse of landscapes.
2. Net PrimaryProductivity

other main end-point, arid deserts, has seen very few

Net primary production (NPP) is related to gross

attempts to measureprimary production, due to special

primary production (GPP) and respiration (R) by the

measurement problems in the highly variable desert

following definition:

environments.

NPP:GPP-R

(1)

Although substrateand historical factors are the main
controls at local scales, climate controls spatial and

in which all three components represent amounts of

temporal pattems of NPP (and many other earth proces-

biomass but can also be interpreted as equivalent

ses) at global scale. For this reason, the first predictive

amounts of stored energy, carbon or carbon dioxide

model of NPP (Rosenzweig1968)was based on annual

(CO2). Gross production increaseswith warmth and

actual evapotranspiration(AET)-

water availability, both temporally and geographically,as

upper limit on production. Two subsequentmodels of

though without any

long as sunlight, nutrients, foliage area, and other factors

annualNPP, with an upper limit at 3000g/m2lyr(basedon

are not limiting (e. g. Kira t975, Lieth & Box t977).

the NPP data), were basedon annual mean temperature

Respiration rate (i. e. per unit biomass), on the other
hand, dependsmainly on temperature,increasingrapidly

and precipitation, and on annual AFT, respectively
(Lieth and Box 1972). These models were transformed

with increasingtemperature (e. g. Shidei & Kira 1977).

into predictive world mapsusinglarge climatic data-bases

A.nnual NPP also increaseswith warmth and wetness
(Major 1963, Rosenzweig1968) but may become a

(Lieth & Box 1912)and have been used as the basisfor
various other ecologicalmodels. These maps were also

smaller fraction of GPP in warmer regions, where

quantified by computerizedvolumetry to provide initial

respiration becomesgreater (cf. Kira 1975, Box 1978).

global inventoriesof NPP (Box 1975,1978).An improved

Primary production can be estimated in the field by

NPP model involving soil typeswas presentedby'Esseret

various n/easurementmethods,all ofwhich, however, are
laborious and imprecise at best. The most common
techniquesinvolve biomassharvesting and weighing, at
frequent intervals throughout the growing season (or

al. (1982) but requiresmore input data.
3 . Satellite Data and Biosphere Phenomena
The availability of satellite data now provides new

entire year); gas-exchangemethods aimed at estimating

methodsfor estimatingbiospherephenomena.In particu-

plant or leaf-level photosynthesisand then scalingup to

lar, the NDVI has been widely used by the remote-

whole vegetationstands;and/or some combination,of

sensingcommunity to monitor global ecologicalpatterns

these two approaches.Above-ground terrestrial NPP is

(e. g. Murai 1991)and wassummarizedby Justiceet al.

usually estimatedby harvestand/or allometricmethods

(1985) as a possibleindex of amounts of green biomass

(e. g. Lieth and Whittaker 1975). Below-ground NPP

and/or primary productivity.Becauseof the wide swath

may be estimated similarly but is often only estimated

of the AVHRR, data can be collected daily over the

from assumedratios between above and below-ground

entire earth surface.As a result, it is usually possibleto

parts. When actuallymeasured,it typically showsgreater

obtain surfacecoveragefor enough cloud-free days per

variability than above-ground NPP, perhaps due to

month to construct meaningful monthly and annual

measurement error.

compositesfor continentsand the whole world. Monthly

Becauseall of thesemethodsare quite time-consuming,

NDVI imagesfor Africa (Tucker et al. 1985)graphically

especially in rapidly growing herbaceous vegetation

showedthe advanceand retreat of the summerrains and

(which may require sampling every 1-2 weeks over a

year-to-year differences in vegetation. These images

whole year), the useablefield measurementsof total NPP

involved mainly savannasand deciduous scrub vegeta-

(i. e. above and below ground) are still quite few in

tion, in which seasonal greenness changes are well

number and are concentratedin the northern temperate

capturedby the NDVI, but suggestedthat the NDVI may

zor.re,with only spotty geographiccoverage elsewhere.

be a useful index of green biomassin other situationsas

Fortunately, however, two of the end-pointsof the global

well.

environmental continuum have been covered somewhat

The NDVI was recently compared globally with NPP

better, tropical rainforests (largely by Japaneseecolog-

site measurementsand model results (as well as with
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climatic and water-balancedata) in order to identify with

cally complete data-bases.A geographically complete

which biological and climatic phenomenait seemsto be
best correlated (Box et al., 1989).This provided the first

data-basemust:
L

other biosphere phenomena. Of the four fundamental
geographic patterns of physical and ecological phe-

cover the full range of variation in the input and
output variables (i. e. include the extremes and

global, geographicallystratifiedscrutinyof the NDVI asa
potentially general estimator of primary production and

end-points);
2.

include all important environmentalsituations(e. g.
main biome types and at least some unusual situa-

nomena recognized by Box and Meentemeyer (1991),

tions); and

annually integrated NDVI seemsto correspond to the

3.

"throughput pattern", which represents simultaneous
availability/use of warmth and moisture, as represented

usedto
The samerequirementswould apply to data-bases

also, for example, by biotic decomposition rates, soil
weathering and water-holdingproperties, and plant species richness. Recognition of these and perhaps other

representthe different situationsin a geographically
balancedway.

test model performance. Data-bases for validation of
geographic models must be at least as geographically

basicgeographicpatterns,basedon fundamentalmechan-

completeas the data-basesused for model development,
may function in quite different
sincedifferent ecosystems

isms, may represent a useful geographicframework for
interpretation of satellite imagery, especially at global

ways. Biome types representthe appropriate geographic
coverage for testing model results. Predictive global

scale.

mapping may also represent a useful form of rnodel
validation, since major errors can become painfully

4 . The NDVI-NPPModel

visible on a predictive map.

4.1 Geographic Modeling
There are severalunavoidablecriteria for the production and evaluation of general predictive geographic

4.2 Relationshipof NDVI to NPP
The first stepin the developmentof all the NPP models
involved collection of primary production measurements

models. They must be developedat world scalein order
to cover all the main environment types (at least under

from the ecological literature. Initially, 177 Ineasure-

the current configurationof land massesand atmospheric

over 100 different sites worldwide. Of these, however,

composition).They must involve environmentalvariables
for which data are available worldwide. Such models

only 95 had readily understandable,measuredtotal NPP
(both above and below ground). Only these95 siteswere

should be basedon fundamentalprocessesand should be
designedto predict actual patterns and amounts, which

used in model development.
Relationshipsbetween geographic and temporal pat-

can be used for model validation. Finally, such models

terns of the NDVI and net primary productivity (NPP)
were studied especiallyby Goward et al. (1985)and Box

should be as simple and as general as possible, at least

ments of net primary production were found, made at

initially, in order that the resultswill be readily interpret-

et al. (1989). In the latter study, annually integrated

able in all areas.

NDVI

Functionallygeneralmodelsproducereasonableresults
in any situation, which can be assuredby understanding

was plotted against biome-labelled values of

measured annual NPP, along with a regressioncurve
representingthe global trend. This showed an apparent

the most important mechanismsand determinantsof the

differencein the pattern for evergreenversusdeciduous

target phenomenon,the scalesat which they are impor-

vegetation,especiallyforests. Evergreensitesfell mainly

tant, and by including all of thesein the model. Because
water and energy are the most important constraintson

along and above the trend curve, with a sharper curva.
ture, while the NPP of deciduoussites(mostly temperate

terrestrial NPP, surprisingly general models could be

deciduousforests and grasslands)seemedto show a less

constructedbasedonly on temperatureand water-balance

strong relationship to annual NDVI.

variables. Models of structural phenomena are much

Scattergramsand correlations were run similarly be-

more complex than process models, since structure
represents balancesamong individual processes.

tween annual NDVI and climate-basedmodel estimates
of both net and gross primary productivity, using the

Models which are functionally generalstill may not be

models of Lieth and Box (1972,1977). These scatter-

geographicallygeneral, i. e. applicableto all geographic

grams suggested a slightly more linear relationship

situations,unlessthey are parameterizedusinggeographi-

between greennessand simulated NPP but a saturation
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relationship relative to GPP, with an upper limit on the
NDVI as GPP continues to increase.

669

NDVI : 0.4 (1_s_ooo068128NPP) (3)

4 . 3 T h e N D V I - N P PM o d e l
The relationship of annually integrated NDVI to
measuredtotal annualNPP (above plus below ground) is

Both equations (2) and (3) can be solved explicitly for
NPP to yield equations of the following type:

shown in Figure 1, with biome symbolism for the
individual sites. These data suggest a saturation rela-

NDVII

r'
rlog"[1ff]

Npp:-llr'

"
(4)

tionship, but with outliers both aboveand below the trend

in which a is the exponential coefficient governing the
curve. This relationship was quantified by least-squares curvature of the relationship.
regression(r : 0.80,n : 95, seeBox et al. 1989)to yield
5. The Map of Current TerrestrialNPP
a saturation curve of the from:
NDVI : 0.4 (1-s-oooos50seNPP)

5.1 Mapping Methodology
Climate-based models can be used wherever the
necessaryclimatic data are available,but this representsa

Q)

where NPP is in grams of dry biomassper squaremeter
per year, NDVI is annually integrated NDVI, ranging
from 0 to 1, e is the base of natural logarithms

limited number of sites and requiresspatialinterpolation
to make a map. The resulting map may be rather patchy

(2.71828.. .), and 0.4 is the upper asymptotefor annually
integrated NDVI values found in the data-base.This
relatively low maximum value of "greenness"is the result

unlessthe site network is very dense.Satellite imagery,
on the other hand, provides a value for eachpixel in an
image and thus a much greater density of "sites". No
spatial interpolation is needed,and mappingcan be done
simply by applying the model to each pixel value in the

of the large pixels involved (about 15 x 15 km at the
equator), which necessarilycontain a mixture of land
cover types. Monthly NDVI values (converted to the
same 0-1 scale) can be higher during the peak growing

rmage raster.

season,but even these do not exceedabout 0.5. Tne
highest annual NDVI values found in the world are in

Maps produced for this project were based on a
three-year average(1985-87) of NDVI values from the
so-called GVI imagery (cf. Tarpley et al. 1984). The

large unbroken areas of tropical rainforest.
A similar equationwas also derived for the relationship

monthly imageswere integrated annually to provide the
annualNDVI neededby the NPP model. Negativevalues

to modelled NPP (see Box et al. 1989, figure 3):

of annual NDVI, as sometimesoccur in desertsand high
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latitudes,were re-setto zero, and valuesexceeding0.4

features are also well represented,especiallythe linear

(the asymptote in equations 2 and 3) were re-set to

Atacama and Namib deserts,the temperaterainforestsof

0.3999.Thesenecessarycorrectionsare in fact minor and
do not affect a large number of pixels. Above 75'N

Pacific North America and southern Chile, the greener

latitude, however, no satellite data are available, due to

and even the greener but narrow periphery of Iceland.

the low sun angles.Theseareasare left white on the map.
Maps were produced basedon both equations(2) and

mates of potential productivity, the NDVI-based map

(3). The latter was chosen for the NPP map presented

representsthe phenologyof the current actualvegetation

here sinceit appearedto minimize overpredictionof NPP
in desert areaswithout adverselyaffecting other parts of

cover and its actual productive capacity. This can be

the world. This useof a relationshipwith modelled"data"
is justified since modeling smooths the pattern of the

productivity.

individual site measurements(often made only for a
single year) for more general applicability. Desert areas

but quite small coastalareasof southwesternGreenland,
In contrast to climate-basedmaps, which show esti-

compared, at least in principle, with maps of potential
5.3 Discussionand Problems
Although annually integrated NDVI

can estimate

annualnet (and probably gross)primary productivity with

may still be overpredicted, since the AVHRR often
shows some "greenness" even when no vegetation is

some accuracy,the monthly NDVI valueswhich give the

present (cf. Holben 1986).

above zero even in arid desertsand when temperatures

All of these mapping operationswere performed on a
Sun workstation using a relatively simple C program and

icecaps).The problem of non-zerovaluesat sub-freezing

an internal map image with 3140 pixels horizontally and
1300 pixels vertically. It was printed on a Canon Pixel

annual totals show many problems, including values
are well below freezing (winter months and permanent
temperatures can be fixed by arbitrarily zeroing the

Color Copier at A4 size. This reduces both length and

monthly NDVI value if the site is deeply frozen. Use of
this cold-adjusted NDVI (with recomputed annual in-

width of the internal image by a factor of four, but even at

tegrations) significantly increased the correlation coef-

A4 sizethis map showsmuch more detail than the various
world productivity and related maps printed on a high-

NDVI imagery cannot be patched so easily.

speed line-printer. Those maps measured about 1.3
meters acrossby about 0.7 meters down but contained

ficients of the NPP models. The other problems in the
Although annuallyintegratedNDVI seemsto be rather
well correlated with annual primary production, NDVI

only 515 x 204 cells within the print raster. The greater
level of detail in the satellite-basedmaps is enhanced,

will never be a good measureof seasonalNPP, acrossall

morever, by the direct transformationof data into result,

zero outside the growing season(cf. equation 1), when

biomes, becauseNPP often becomesnegative or near

without spatial interpolation.

GPP is low but respiration continues. NPP may even

5.2 The World Patternof Actual NPP
The resultingmap of current actual annualnet primary

becomenegativeduring the growing season(cf. Box et al.

productivity is shown in Figure 2. NPP is high in warm,

production doesnot have this problem, so monthly NDVI

wet climates and decreasestoward drier and/or cooler
climates.The large areasof tropical rainforest are readily

may be a useful indicator of monthly GPP. NDVI cannot

apparent, as is the more dissectednature of the tropical
rainforest in Africa. Some irrigated areasin dry climates

1989,figure 5) if respiration is quite high. Seasonalgross

be used to estimatenon-greenor undergroundprocesses
(e. g. respiration),and it does not seemto be a good
index of green structure, such leaf area of forests.

are alsoreadily apparent,suchas the valleysof the Indus,

6 . Gonclusions

Nile and Tigris-Euphratesrivers and the Central Valley of
California.
The improved level of detail is especiallyapparentfor
linear featuressuchasmountain ranges,rivers and coastal
strips. The Altai-Tien Shan system, in particular, is
striking in its clarity, as are also the sharp south face of
the Himalaya, the generaloutline of the narrow cordillera
of the northern and central Andes, the Kopet Dagh, and
the central rangeof New Guinea. Someimportant coastal
54

The geographicalcharacteristicsof the NDVI and of
NDVI-based models/maps can be summarizedas follows:
-Annually

integrated NDVI appearsto be a useful
index of annual net prirnary productivity, especiallyin
Iesscomplex terrain and over larger areaswith at least
semi-natural vegetation.
-There are perhapssignificantgeographicand vegeta-
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tion-specific differences in NDVI-NPP relationships,
which must be explored further, especiallyusing seasonal
data.
-Scale problemsare significantin the interpretation of
NDVI values and NDVI-based results, due to the large
pixel size.
These problems do not preclude use of the NDVI as a
reliable index of productivity but do suggesta need for
caution and for a good knowledgeof global physicaland
vegetation geography, and of actual land use, before
interpreting satellite results.
Major improvementsto existing NDVI-based ecological models will require a better understanding of the
different NDVI patterns for evergreen and deciduous
vegetation,sincethis involvesbasicquestionsof photosynthesis and its spectral behavior. Improved NDVIbased models are being developed,but before independently developed NPP and GPP models can be used
together reliably for global simulation, they must be
better coordinatedto avoid mathematicalartifacts and to
reflect true global patterns of NPP versusGPP, basedon
better data, especiallyfor grossproduction' The most
reliable models are probably those for NPP rather than
GPP, sincethe errors in estimatingNPP are probably less
than for GPP. One strategy for estimating seasonal
carbon budgets is to use annually integrated NDVI to
estimate annual NPP, then estimate annual GPP from
NPP (cf. Lieth & Box1977), and finally to estimateGPP
seasonalityfrom monthly NDVI values.NPP seasonality
still dependsalso on respiration, which probably must be
modeled climatically.Finally, further progressalso reIn order to obtain
quiresbetter globalNDVI data-bases.
reasonable results, sporadically unreasonable NDVI
valuesalsohaveto be corrected,
(Manuscriptreceived,June30' 1993)
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